PART OF THE TRUE ADVENTURES SERIES
INCREDIBLE PEOPLE DOING INCREDIBLE THINGS

THE STORY
The Girl Who Said No to the Nazis is a ‘true adventure’ – describing events
that really happened in Nazi Germany at the height of World War Two.
When young Sophie Scholl – about to turn twenty one – joined her
brother at Munich University, she found strange events were already
afoot. Leaflets denouncing Hitler had begun to appear written by a group
calling themselves ‘The White Rose’. No one knew who they were. The
Nazi secret police – the Gestapo – were desperately trying to find out and
put a stop to their treasonous behaviour. When Sophie read the leaflets
she not only found herself agreeing with what they said – she realised
that she knew who had written them...
Robert Mohr, the Gestapo interrogator, is soon on their trail. Will he
succeed in discovering their identity? And what will happen if he does?
The story is one of the most exciting – and moving – of all World War
Two stories. The leaflets of ‘The White Rose’, read by ordinary Germans
wherever they were found, in the streets and squares, began to turn
opinion against Hitler, even as the war raged on.

THE AUTHOR
Haydn Kaye has loved history since he was very young. His mother helped
to spark his interest by telling him what it was like to be a child during
World War Two. Then he went on to study history at Oxford University
before teaching and writing about historical subjects ranging from the
pyramids to the Olympics, and from inventor Thomas Edison to writer
Roald Dahl.

THE SETTING – HITLER’S GERMANY
Haydn vividly describes what it was like to live in Germany as
the war started to turn against the Nazis. On the
Eastern Front, the Nazis were losing the fight against
the Soviets. In the opening scene of the story –
in February 1943 – the high-ranking Nazi Joseph
Goebbels delivers a powerful speech, which is
taken up again in chapter 14. What is he asking the
German people to do? Are they prepared to do
it? What is Sophie’s reaction? Looking at the rest
of the story, how do you think the Nazis made
Germans obey them?

THE HERO – SOPHIE
Sophie is one of the great figures of resistance
to Hitler. Her story has become well-known.
Today in Munich there are memorials to her, her
brother and the other members of The White Rose
throughout the city and at the university. She
was a remarkable person. What words would you
choose to describe her? Why did Sophie decide to
join The White Rose? Looking at chapter 17, what
different ideas about the world do Sophie and her
interrogator Robert Mohr have? What is Sophie’s
‘own, true idea’ – and why do you think Robert Mohr
hates it? Why do you think she feels like this? Where
does she get her inspiration from?

THE WHITE ROSE
Sophie didn’t act alone. The White Rose group was formed
before she arrived in Munich and the story describes five other
core members as well as Sophie. They didn’t all have the same
ideas about what the group should do. In chapter 6 Sophie
suggests some new things for the group to do – what are they
and do you think her ideas are good ones? Looking at chapters
7, 9, 10 and 12, what disagreements do they have, and why?
Certainly The White Rose did some very brave things – what do
you think the bravest was? Why do you think The White Rose
made such a powerful appeal to people?

THE NAZIS
The National Socialist Party – nicknamed the Nazis –
came to power in Germany under the leadership of Adolf
Hitler in 1933. Looking at chapters 1 and 9, what did they
believe, and what did they intend to do with their power?
What did ordinary Germans think of the Nazi party?

WHO ARE THE GERMANS?
Among the questions posed by The White Rose leaflets
were: ‘What does it mean to be German? What sort of
people are we?’ Different characters in the story have
different ideas. How different are the views of Robert
Mohr, Paul Giesler, Professor Kurt Huber and Sophie Scholl?

A YOUNG WOMAN
Sophie was the only female member of The White Rose. What
view of her did the other members have? Do you think it was
harder for her to join the group than it would have been for
a man? At the end she was interrogated fiercely by Robert
Mohr. Do you think he found it easier or harder to question
her because she was a woman? Sophie was only twenty
one when she was executed – how did this affect the way
people thought about her?

HISTORY
The Girl Who Said No to the Nazis is a ‘true adventure’
– an adventure story based on real events. But how
do we know what really happened in the past? How
do we know about The White Rose? A written account
of an event is written by someone – and everyone
has a different view. What do you think an account of
The White Rose written by a Nazi would be like – or
by Professor Huber, who disagreed with The White
Rose about a number of things? After the end of the
war, Sophie’s heroism was not widely celebrated at
first. More recently – in the last twenty years – she has
become much more famous. Why do you think this has
happened? Why is she now so highly regarded?
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